
This project will be a lot of fun! It will incorporate the design skills you’ve learned so far 
with new knowledge on the psychology color; using a subject you have known all your life; You!

When you start thumb nailing for this job visualize that someone has asked you to design an illustration that 
communicates all the important aspects of your life. Pretend this illustration will be put in a time capsule so 
future generations when viewing it can have a sense of who you are- what would you want them to know?

REMOTE
1. Start by brainstorming; what is the story you want to tell about you? Grab your sketchbook and a pencil. 
Get ideas by writing down all the things, events and people that have influenced you. This should be a 
minimum of 1/2 a page. 
Circle 5 (or more) ideas you like best on your brainstorm list and 
you think will visually tell your story. 

REMOTE  
2. Look at the visuals you circled 5. What is a good visual or 
symbol for each one of the items you circled; show the most 
obvious ones first; then show 2 or more other visuals these might 
get more abstract. For example; If I wanted to show love the 
most obvious answer is the heart, but if I push myself I might 
come up with: lips, the color red, smooth silky textures, two lines 
intertwined.                  
To help show different visuals you can use sketches, symbols, text, digital photos, 3-D images, textures, 
shapes, colors, sketch or paste them in your journal, push for as many visuals for each idea as you can.
(min. of 3 for the 5 circled visuals). Take a photo and upload to Google Classroom.

AT CTC  
Find 10 portraits (of people, without the face as a main focal point) that you like and inspire you and do a 
screen shot or copy the portrait and start a swipe file on your desktop As you collect 10 portraits you may 
find that you want to look in searches that don’t have the word portrait in it, try to figure out where people 
use image to sell or tell stories....movie posters, book covers are great places to look, Music covers and 
concert posters lots of time use visuals to tell a story. Show your swipe file to Sally or Emily for credit 
when you are done.
              REMOTE  

4. Sketch a min. of five thumbnails-you pick the size.  Your face should 
not be the focal point, it doesn’t even have to be there at all, but we 
do need to know this is about you. Upload your thumbnails to Google 
Classroom.

REMOTE  
5. After a thumbnail is approved, you will need to sketch out a rough 
comp. The rough comp should be the same size as your finished self 
portrait and the color and media should appear as close as possible to 
the finished piece. The rough gives your art directors (Sally and Emily) 
a chance to look at the work with you and see if it is balanced and 
looking good, we will each be checking your work for hierarchy of 
information and the principles of design. Upload a photo of your rough 
comp to Google Classroom.
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